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Research purposes:
- Analysis of the current status of trade and the export - import trade of the two countries in the period from 1990 to 2013
- To study the export market of the two countries
- Analysis of the factors affecting the competitiveness of Vietnamese export to Japan and vice versa
- To propose some measures to promote Vietnam-Japan trade relations

New contributions:
So far in Vietnam there were many research works related to the Vietnam- Japan Trade Relations. The Author has researched, analyzed, and evaluated many aspects, different problems between Vietnam – Japan trade relations.
On the basis of research material, scientific research, combined with practical work, the Author of this thesis would also like to continue the research, collection the nearest data and systematization of the theory of international trade sectors in order to clarify the scientific arguments about the need to promote trade relations between the two countries and propose solutions to boost Vietnamese exports to the Japanese market in the near future.